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Erasmus University, Economics & Business 
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User case: 

Faculty Careers & Impact Metrics
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Strategic perspective: Academic Career

focus on 4 faculty development ‘tracks’  
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Goal: Career Impact 

Types of Impact: Diversity
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http://russellgroup.ac.uk/media/5324/engines-of-growth.pdf



Impact Assessment? 

Towards (responsible) Impact Performance Metrics
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Matching user perspective 

to

Research Intelligence Systems
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Personal view: All-In-One systems for Research Intelligence don’t exist
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RIS Ecosytem thinking: Open Science Framework Ecosystem

https://cos.io/our-products/open-science-framework/
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RIS Ecosystem services example: Mindmap Cambridge

https://figshare.com/articles/Mind_the_Research_Information_Map/150760711



Ecosystem thinking (personal view): 

Purpose driven, core processes and connections
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Strategic perspective: connecting processes and tracks
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Next generation RIS platform:

Dimensions

By:
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Ecosystem platform: Dimensions

Data and connections
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Product innovation

- Broad view on research; pubs, grants, patents, trials, policy docs

- Links between all types of content

- Article-level classifications (not journal level)

- New human-friendly API language

- Built-in analytics (not a separate application)

- Built-in full-text access (both to OA-articles and subscribed articles)

- Business model innovation

- Free version for personal use with all pubs and citations (not grants, etc.)

- Free citations and badges for non-commercial use

- No restrictions on internal use of data from API

- Lower-than-normal pricing ("sustainable" pricing)

Why Dimensions = Product innovation & Business Model Innovation
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Free versions of Dimensions: app.dimension.ai & dimensions.ai
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Dashboard: starting point of discovery process



Publication citations
Citation Count is the number of times that this paper has been cited by other published papers in the 

database.

Altmetric Attention Score
The Altmetric Attention Score is a weighted count of all of the online attention Altmetric have found for 

an individual research output. This includes mentions in public policy documents and references in 

Wikipedia, the mainstream news, social networks, blogs and more. More detail on the weightings of 

each source and how they contribute to the attention score is available

Relative Citation Ratio (RCR)
The Relative Citation Ratio (RCR) indicates the relative citation performance of an article when 

comparing its citation rate to that of other articles in its area of research. A value of more than 1.0 

shows a citation rate above average. The article’s area of research is defined by the articles that have 

been cited alongside it. The RCR is normalized to 1.0 for all articles.

Field Citation Ratio (FCR)
The Field Citation Ratio (FCR) is an article-level metric that indicates the relative citation performance 

of an article, when compared to similarly-aged articles in its subject area. A value of more than 1.0 

indicates higher than average citation, when defined by FoR Subject Code, publishing year and age. 

The FCR is calculated for articles published in 2000 and later.

Citation Recency
The recent citations value is the number of citations that were received in the last two years. It is 

currently reset at the beginning of each calendar year.

Patent citations
Patent citations is the number of times that this record has been cited by other published patents. 

Patents may be registered in several offices, and this may effect patent citation data.

About Metrics in Dimensions
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Field choice: Business and management, Sorted by RCR (or other metric)
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Article level view 1: Article Level Metrics: citations and altmetrics



Article level view 2: Publication References
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Article level view 3: Publication Citations



Article level view 4: Linked Clinical Trials
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Article level view 5: Impact Summary – available for each publication with citations
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Article level view 6: Article level citations pattern



Article level view 7: Citing Research Categories (interdisciplinary citations)
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1) RiS systems are strategic instruments

2) All-in-1 does not exist

3) Ecosystem approach is more realistic 

4) Connecting careers and impact to RIS is challenge

5) New generation RIS connect results of 4 core research processes

6) Dimensions is example of “responsible RIS”: article level thinking

7) Product and business model innovator

8) Next-generation research databases like Dimensions provide a broader view on 

research than the traditional abstract- and citation-based view

9) Dimensions is valuable for both individual researchers and institutional use

Some conclusions
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